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-------------------------------------------------Information gateway for arts and culture from Moldova
--------------------------------------------------

[Oberlist] mailing list represents an electronic free of charge service that is offered to artists, curators,
cultural producers, cultural managers, policy makers, art lovers etc. from both Eastern and Western
Europe but also Caucasus, Turkey and other regions in the world thus establishing premises for future
collaboration in Europe.
[Oberlist] is an information gateway used by organisations, institutions and individuals from Moldova
active in the cultural field.
[Oberlist] offers an efficient method to mediatize your activity and promote your institution, to identify
new partners and access larger publics.
[Oberlist] gateway is an interactive space open for debates discussing the art scene in Moldova. The
moderators of the list encourage critical attitude and participation.
[Oberlist] is a moderated list and has the following list of recommendations:
- post messages only that respond to the profile of the list:
cultural policies / cultural projects / funding programs for the cultural field / relevant research works,
studies and publications / cultural events in Moldova and abroad / announcements regarding summer
schools, scholarships, trainings, seminars, courses, electronic resources, job offers in the field of
culture / opportunities for participation in artists’ residences, symposiums, exhibitions, festivals,
concerts and other projects;
- post the messages at least 2 days in advance of the announced event;
- strictly commercial and religious messages will not be accepted;
- messages posted on [Oberlist] can be in any European language;
- communication languages are Romanian, English, French and Russian;
- when REPLY-ing think first if you want to reply to all the members of the list or to one single person;
- do not send attachments if possible (include the information in the body of the message); allowed
size of attachements is 300 KB (RTF, DOC, PDF or JPG).
- in order to post a message on the list send it to the following address: oberlist(at)idash.org
- in order to contact the administrator of the list send a message to: ober(at)emdash.org
- in order to subscribe to [Oberlist] send a message to: ober(at)emdash.org with the title 'subscribe
Oberlist' or go to: http://idash.org/mailman/listinfo/oberlist
- in order to unsubscribe from [Oberlist] send a message to: ober(at)emdash.org with the title
'unsubscribe Oberlist'
- to view the archives of the list go to: http://idash.org/pipermail/oberlist/
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